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A data processing apparatus includes an address bus, a scramble unit, and a data bus. The address
bus outputs address data to be given to a memory apparatus. The scramble unit scrambles write-in data into
a storage position in the memory apparatus identified by
the address data to obtain confidential data. The data
bus outputs the confidential data. The scramble unit includes a first scramble unit, a first conversion unit and a
second scramble unit. The first scramble unit XORs first
mask data corresponding to the address data and the
write-in data for each bit and makes it first scrambled
data. The first conversion unit performs one-to-one substitution conversion of the first scrambled data. The second scramble unit XORs second mask data corresponding to the address data and data after the conversion of
the first scrambled data by the first conversion unit and
outputs obtained second scrambled data as the confidential data.
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Description
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0001] The present invention relates to a technique to
protect data stored in a memory apparatus.
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BACKGROUND ART
[0002] Since an embedded device such as a mobile
phone has valuable asset such as paid contents, it has
become a target of attacks to obtain it fraudulently. One
way of such attacks is data probing. The data probing is
an attack to read out data electrically from an exposed
data bus wiring between an MPU (Micro Processor Unit)
chip and an external RAM (Random Access Memory).
[0003] Data scrambling is a method of preventing information leaking due to the data probing. The data
scrambling is to convert data into scrambled data before
it is released from the MPU chip, to keep the contents of
the data confidential from the attacker.
[0004] Here, FIG. 1 is explained. FIG. 1 illustrates an
example of conventional data scrambling.
In FIG. 1, an MPU chip 1 being a data processing apparatus has an address bus 11 and a data bus 12 both
having a bit width of w-bit and are respectively connected
to an external RAM 2 being a memory apparatus. Furthermore, the MPU chip 1 has a processor 100 and a
scramble unit 200 inside.
[0005] The address bus 11 outputs address data to
give to the external RAM 2 output by the processor 100.
The scramble unit 200 obtains confidential data by
scrambling write-in data, output by the processor 100, to
the storage position of the external RAM 2 specified by
an address data output by the address bus 11.
[0006] The data bus 12 outputs the confidential data
that the scramble unit 200 has obtained.
The configuration of the scramble unit 200 presented in
FIG. 1 is further explained.
The scramble unit 200 is configured to have a key register
201, an exclusive OR circuit (hereinafter, referred to as
an "XOR circuit") 202, a substitution function processing
unit 203, and an XOR circuit 204.
[0007] The key register 201 is a register in which
scramble key data K of w-bit is stored.
The XOR circuit 202 XORs the same address data as
that output by the address bus 11 and the scramble key
data stored in the key register 201 for each bit.
[0008] The substitution function processing unit 203
performs a substitution conversion process to associate
w-bit data output from the XOR circuit 202 uniquely with
any data expressed in w-bit and to output the uniquely
associated data.
[0009] The XOR circuit 204 XORs, during the scrambling operation, the write-in data output by the processor
100 and data (mask value) corresponding to the address
data output from the substitution function process unit
203 for each bit. The data output from the XOR circuit
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204 is the confidential data in which the write-in data is
scrambled, which is output from the data bus 12 to the
external RAM 2. The confidential data is stored in a storage position in the external RAM 2 specified by an address data output by the address bus 11.
[0010] When the MPU chip 1 reads out the confidential
data from the external RAM 2, the scramble unit 200 performs a descrambling operation.
The address data being output from the address bus 11
when the MPU chip 1 reads out the confidential data from
the external RAM 2 is the same as that when the confidential data is written in. Therefore, if the scramble key
data K in the key register 201 and substitution conversion
F in the substitution function processing unit 203 are both
the same as those at the time of the scrambling operation,
the mask value output from the substitution function
processing unit 203 at the time of reading out of the confidential data becomes the same as that at the time of
written in the confidential data.
[0011] The XOR circuit 204 XORs, during the descrambling operation, the confidential data read out from
the eternal RAM 2 and the mask value output from the
substitution function processing unit 203 for each bit.
Here, since the mask value is the same at the time of
writing in and reading out of the confidential data, the
XOR results in the original write-in data. The descrambling of the confidential data is completed as described
above, and the obtained original write-in data is read in
the processor 100.
[0012] As described above, in the configuration presented in FIG. 1, the scramble unit 200 inside the MPU
chip 1 performs scrambling of write-in data to the external
RAM 2. That is, since the wiring for the processor 100
and the scrambling unit 200 is not exposed outside the
MPU chip 1, write-in data cannot by read out by data
probing before it is subjected to scrambling.
[0013] In addition, in the configuration presented in
FIG. 1, generally, the processor 100 performing the data
processing performs calculation of the mask value in advance using the characteristic that address data can be
prepared in the address bus 11 before write-in data is
prepared. By reducing processing for write-in data as
much as possible as described above, the high-speed
response performance to complete the scrambling process within the delay time that is allowed between the
processor 100 and the external RAM 2.
[0014] Generally, in the scrambling of write-in data to
the memory apparatus, safety can be improved by generating the mask value with the shared key block cipher
and the like, and the safety is maintained even if the
processing scheme is revealed. However, since the
processing of the shared key block cipher is complicated
generally, it becomes impossible when using the shared
key block cipher to satisfy the high-speed response performance that is required for the data bus 12 transmitting
the write-in data.
[0015] Meanwhile, the scrambling adopting the configuration presented in FIG. 1 ensures, by embedding the
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scramble unit 200 into the MPU chip 1, security with the
difficulty for the attacker to know the algorithm for generating the mask value. The scrambling adopting this
configuration has a feature that since the calculation volume is smaller than the case in which a cryptographic
processing that is still safe even if the algorithm of the
scrambling is revealed, the processing can be performed
at a high speed.
[0016] In addition, the data scramble unit 200 in the
configuration presented in FIG. 1 generates scramble
data (confidential data) using both information write-in
data and address data output from the processor 100.
With the data scramble algorithm that is dependent also
on the address data, even with for the same write-in data,
the scrambled data written into the external RAM 2 becomes different by the address data, improving the resistance for analysis.
[0017] Meanwhile, as other backgrounds arts, a technique to perform scrambling of data also at the memory
unit side and a technique of double encryption to further
encrypt encrypted data have been known.
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SUMMARY OF INVENTION
TECHNICAL PROBLEM
[0018] As described earlier, by providing the scramble
unit 200 within the MPU chip 1, it has become possible
to make data confidential from data probing. However,
there still remains the risk that the attacker analyses the
scramble algorithm. In order to ensure the security of the
scrambling, the security of the scramble algorithm needs
to be evaluated.
[0019] One of items to evaluate the security of a keyed
scramble algorithm being an algorithm to perform data
scrambling using scramble key data as adopted in the
scramble unit 200 in FIG. 1 is resistance to brute force
key attacks based on a known plaintext attack.
[0020] In the brute force key attacks, among the combination of scramble key data, write-in data, scramble
data and address data and hardware implementing the
scramble key algorithm, those except for the scramble
key data are given to the attacker. The attacker executes,
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in this case, scrambling while setting scramble key data
arbitrarily. Then, the execution is repeated until the
scramble key data used in the given combination is identified.
[0021] The resistance to the brute force key attack in
creases as the key length of the scramble key data becomes longer. In addition, the security is ensured by making the calculation volume required for the brute force
key attack a value that cannot be calculated within a practical period of time.
[0022] For the keyed scramble algorithm adopted in
the scramble unit 200 in FIG. 1, the key length (bit length)
of the scramble key data cannot be longer than the word
length of the processor 100.
[0023] For example, the word length of the processor
for a number of embedded devices is currently below 32
bits. Here, the brute force key attack to the scramble unit
200 in the case in which the word length is assumed as
32 bits is considered. Supposing that the execution of
scrambling can be performed 1000 times per second,
the scramble key data could be found in 50 days.
[0024] In addition, as an attacking method to a keyed
scramble algorithm, chosen plaintext attacks have been
known. In this attack, a case is assumed in which the
attacker cannot see the scramble key data is not to be
known by the attacker but can obtain scramble data while
setting data and address data freely. In other words, this
attack assumes a higher ability of the attacker than that
for the brute force key attack.
[0025] In the scramble unit 200 in FIG. 1, the attacker
first create a pair of write-in data and scrambled data for
all address data. Then, the mask value for all the scrambled data can be found by XORing the scrambled data
and write-in data. Then, it becomes possible for the attacker to descramble the scrambled data of a given address into data using the obtained mask value, without
finding the scramble key data.
[0026] The present invention has been made in view
of the problem described above, and a problem to be
solved by it is to provide a data scrambling method having
resistance to chosen plaintext attacks.
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM
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[0027] A data processing apparatus disclosed herein
has an address bus, a scramble unit and a data bus.
Among these, the address bus outputs address data to
be given to a memory apparatus. The scramble unit
scrambles write-in data into a storage position in the
memory apparatus identified by address data output by
the address bus to obtain confidential data. The data bus
outputs the confidential data obtained by the scramble
unit.
[0028] Meanwhile, the scramble unit has first scramble
means, first conversion means and second scramble
means. Among these, the first scramble means scrambles write-in data by XORing with first mask data corresponding to the address data for each bit to obtain first
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scrambled data. The first conversion means performs
one-to-one substation conversion of the first scrambled
data. The second scramble means scrambles data after
the conversion of the first mask data by the first conversion means by XORing with second mask data corresponding to the address data to obtain second scrambled
data. Meanwhile, the scramble unit makes the second
scrambled data the confidential data.
[0029] In the apparatus, after the first conversion
means performs substitution conversion of write-in data
scrambled by the first scramble means, the second
scramble means further performs scrambling. By the first
conversion means, the processing for write-in data being
simple XOR with a mask value is avoided. That is, according to the configuration of the apparatus, the relationship between write-in data and confidential data in
input/output of the scramble unit depends not only on the
address data but also on the write-in data. Therefore,
data scrambling performed in the apparatus has resistance to chosen plaintext attacks.
[0030] In addition, the apparatus has, as means to obtain a mask value for write-in data, two scramble means,
i.e., first scramble means and second scramble means.
Here, by configuring to obtain the first mask data from
address data and first scramble key data and to obtain
the second mask data from the address data and second
scramble key data, the key length for the scramble key
data as a whole can be made longer than conventional
one. By doing so, the resistance to the brute force key
attack improves compared with the conventional one described earlier.
[0031] In addition, in the first scramble means and the
second scramble means in the apparatus, the calculation
to obtain the mask value from address data may be performed in advance. Therefore, in the apparatus, by giving
the conversion means a high speed, a high-speed response performance may be realized for the scrambling
operation.
[0032] Meanwhile, a descramble apparatus to descramble confidential data stored in the memory apparatus by the data processing apparatus to obtain original
write-in data is also disclosed herein. The descramble
apparatus has an address bus, first descramble means,
inverse conversion means and second descramble
means.
[0033] Among these, the address bus outputs address
data to be given to the memory apparatus. The first descramble means descrambles confidential data read out
from a storage position in the memory apparatus identified by address data by XORing with the second mask
data described earlier to obtain intermediate descrambled data. The inverse conversion means performs inversion conversion of substitution conversion by the first
conversion means described earlier for the intermediate
descrambled means. The second descramble means descramble data after inverse conversion of the intermediate descrambled data by the inverse conversion means
by XORing with the first mask data to obtain original write-
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in data.
[0034] According to the descramble unit, original writein data may be obtained by reading out and descrambling
confidential data stored in the memory apparatus by the
data processing apparatus described earlier. In addition,
as a matter of course, it is possible to configure the data
processing apparatus described above to include the
constituent elements of the descramble apparatus in order to obtain the original write-in data from the descrambled data by itself.
[0035] In addition, a scrambling method performed by
the data processing apparatus described above, and a
descrambling method performed by the descramble apparatus described above are also disclosed herein.
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ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION
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[0036] According to the apparatus and method disclosed herein, an effect is obtained that a data scrambling
method having resistance to chosen plaintext attacks can
be provided.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
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[0037]
FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of conventional data scrambling.
FIG. 2 is an overall configuration diagram of a data
processing apparatus.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a first example of a
scramble unit presented in FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a first example of a
scramble unit presented in FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a configuration diagram of a descramble
unit.
FIG. 6A is a first example of a substitution function
and its inverse function.
FIG. 6B is a second example of a substitution function and its inverse function.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a third example of a
scramble unit presented in FIG. 2.
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a fourth example of a
scramble unit presented in FIG. 2.
FIG. 9 is diagram illustrating a fifth example of a
scramble unit presented in FIG. 2.
REFERENCE SIGNS LIST
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[0038]
1 MPU chip
2 External RAM
11 Address bus
12 Data bus
100 Processor
200 Scramble unit
201, 211, 221-1, 221-2, 221-n Key register
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202, 204, 212, 214, 221-1, 221-2, 224-1, 224-2, 222n, 224-n XOR circuit
203, 213, 220, 223-1, 223-2, 230-1, 230-2, 320, 223n, 230-n Substitution function processing unit
205, 215 Register
206 Basic section
206-1 First basic section
206-2 Second basic section
216 Extension section
216-1 First extension section
216-2 Second extension section
300 Descramble unit
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
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[0039] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention are described according to the drawings.
FIG. 2 illustrates the overall configuration of an MPU chip
1 being a data processing apparatus.
In FIG. 2, the MPU chip 1 has an address bus 11 and a
data bus 12 whose bit width is both w-bit and being respectively connected to an external RAM 2 being a memory apparatus. Furthermore, the MPU chip 1 has a processor 100 and a scramble unit 200 inside.
[0040] The address bus 11 outputs address data output by the processor 100 and given to the external RAM 2.
The scramble unit 200 scrambles write-in data output by
the processor 100 that is for the storage position in the
external RAM 2 identified by address data output by the
address bus 11 to obtain confidential data.
[0041] The data bus 12 outputs the confidential data
obtained by the scramble unit 200.
The configuration unit 200 presented in FIG. 2 is further
described. FIG. 3 illustrates the first example of the configuration of the scramble unit.
[0042] In FIG. 3, the scramble unit 200 is configured
to have key registers 201 and 211, XOR circuits 202,
204, 212 and 214, and substitution function processing
units 203 and 213.
[0043] The key register 201 is a register in which
scramble key data K0 of w-bit is stored. The scramble
key data K0 (hereinafter, the key data K0 may be referred
to as "first scramble key data") to be stored in the register
201 is changeable.
[0044] The XOR circuit 202 XORs address data that
is the same as the one output by the address bus 11 and
the first scramble key data stored in the key register 201.
[0045] The substitution function processing unit 203
performs a substitution conversion process to associate
w-bit output from the XOR circuit 202 uniquely with any
of the data expressed by w-bit and to output the uniquely
associated data. For substitution conversion F0 performed in the substitution function processing unit 203,
relationship of input and output is generally nonlinear.
Meanwhile, the substitution function processing unit 203
is configured by combining basic logic elements (AND
circuit, OR circuit, NOT circuit etc.). However, if the
processing speed allows, for example, the substitution
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conversion may be performed by referring to a table
stored in a storage apparatus in which correspondence
relationship of input and output has been determined in
advance. Meanwhile, in the description below, the data
corresponding to the address data being data output from
the substitution function processing unit 203 is referred
to the "first mask data".
[0046] The XOR circuit 204 XORs write-in data output
by the processor 100 and the first mask data output from
the substitution function processing unit 203 for each bit,
to perform scrambling of the write-in data.
[0047] In the following description, the scrambling performed by the key register 201, the XOR circuits 202 and
204, and the substitution function processing unit 203 is
referred to as "first scrambling". In addition, data obtained
by the first scrambling is referred to as "first scrambled
data".
[0048] The key register 211 is a register in which
scramble key data K1 of w-bit is stored. The scramble
key data K1 (in the following description, the key data K1
may be referred to as "second scramble key data") to be
stored in the register 211 is also changeable.
[0049] The XOR circuit 212 XORs address data that
is the same as the one output by the address bus 11 and
the second scramble key data stored in the key register
211.
[0050] The substitution function processing unit 213
performs a substitution conversion process to associate
w-bit data output from the XOR circuit 212 uniquely with
any of the data expressed by w-bit and to output the
uniquely associated data. For substitution conversion F1
performed in the substitution function processing unit
213, relationship of input and output is also generally
nonlinear in the same manner as in the substitution conversion F0. The substitution function processing unit 213
is also configured by combining basic logic elements,
and if the processing speed allows, for example, the substitution conversion may be performed by referring to a
table stored in a storage apparatus in which correspondence relationship of input and output has been determined in advance. Meanwhile, in the description below,
the data corresponding to the address data being data
output from the substitution function processing unit 213
is referred to the "second mask data".
[0051] The XOR unit 214 XORs the first scrambled data obtained by the first scrambling and the second mask
data output from the substitution function processing unit
213 for each bit, to perform scrambling of the first scrambled data.
[0052] In the following description, the scrambling performed by the key register 211, the XOR circuits 212 and
214, and the substitution function processing unit 213 is
referred to as "second scrambling". In addition, data obtained by the second scrambling is referred to as "second
scrambled data".
[0053] In the configuration in FIG. 3, the second scrambled data obtained by the second scrambling is the confidential data in which write-in data output by the proces-
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sor 100 is scrambled , which is output from the data bus
12 to the external RAM 2. The confidential data is stored
in the storage position in the external RAM 2 identified
by an address data output by the address bus 11.
[0054] As described above, the configuration of the
scramble unit 200 presented in FIG. 3 is the one in which
the conventional configuration presented in FIG. 1 is connected in tandem in two stages. Therefore, in order to
obtain the original data by descrambling the confidential
data obtained by the configuration, the descrambling in
the conventional configuration presented in FIG. 1 may
be performed in inverse order as in FIG. 3.
[0055] In the configuration in FIG. 3, the scrambling of
write-in data is performed using the first scramble key
data and the second scramble key data both having a
key length of w-bit. Therefore, in the scramble unit 200
as a whole, the key length of the scramble key data used
for the scrambling of write-in data seemingly becomes
double (2w-bit), but since the configuration of FIG. 3 can
be converted into the configuration in FIG. 1 that is equivalent to it, the security is unchanged from FIG. 1.
[0056] Next, FIG. 4 is described. FIG. 4 illustrates the
second example of the configuration of scramble unit 200
presented in FIG. 2.
In FIG. 4, the same numerals are assigned to the same
constituent elements as those presented in FIG. 3. The
description is partly omitted for these constituent elements.
[0057] The configuration presented in FIG. 4 differs
from the first example of the configuration presented in
FIG. 3 in that a substitution function processing unit 220
that performs one-to-one substitution conversion of the
first scrambled data obtained by the first scrambling is
added. In addition, in the second scrambling in the configuration presented in FIG. 4, the XOR circuit 214 XORs
data after conversion of the first scrambled data by the
substitution function processing unit 220 and the second
mask data for each bit to obtained the second scrambled
data. Then, the second scrambled data becomes the
confidential data in which write-in data output by the processor 100 is scrambled.
[0058] The substitution function processing unit 220
performs a substitution conversion process to associate
first scrambled data of w-bit with any of the data expressed by w-bit one-to-one and to output the one-toone associated data. For substitution conversion G performed in the substitution function processing unit 220,
relationship of input and output is also generally nonlinear
in the same manner as in the substitution conversion F0
and F1. The substitution function processing unit 220 is
also configured by combining basic logic elements, and
if the processing speed allows, for example, the substitution conversion may be performed by referring to a table
stored in a storage apparatus in which correspondence
relationship of input and output has been determined in
advance. However, since the substitution conversion
processing unit 220 performs substitution conversion of
data to be written into the external RAM 2, it is preferable
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that the conversion process is performed at a high speed.
[0059] In the configuration presented in FIG. 4, after
the substitution function processing unit 220 performs
substitution conversion of write-in data scrambled by the
first scramble (that is, the first scrambled data), the second scrambling further performs scrambling. By doing
so, the processing for write-in data being simple XOR
with the mask value is avoided. In other words, according
to the configuration presented in FIG. 4, the relationship
between write-in data and confidential data in input/output of the scramble unit 200 depends not only on the
address data but also on the write-in data. Therefore, the
data scrambling performed by the scramble unit 200 having the configuration presented in FIG. 4 has resistance
to chosen plaintext attacks. In addition, since the input/
output of the substitution function processing unit 220
does is not exposed outside of the scramble unit, attacks
to the substitution function processing unit 220 are prevented. That is, if the substitution function processing
unit 220 is placed to the left of 204 or right of 214, the
configuration becomes vulnerable to simple differential
attacks to the substitution function processing unit 220.
Therefore, in the configuration presented in FIG. 4, it is
necessary that the substitution function processing unit
220 is placed between 204 and 214.
[0060] Furthermore, in the configuration presented in
FIG. 4, in the scramble unit 200 as a whole, the key length
of the scramble key data used for the scrambling of writein data is doubled (2w-bit). Therefore, resistance to brute
force key attacks is improved compared to the conventional configuration in FIG. 1.
[0061] Next, descrambling of confidential data stored
in the external RAM 2 by the MPU chip 1 having the
scramble unit 200 configured as presented in FIG. 4 is
described. FIG. 5 is a configuration diagram of a descramble unit that descrambles the confidential data.
[0062] In the configuration in FIG. 5, a descramble unit
300 is provided within the MPU chip 1 in FIG. 2 being a
data processing apparatus. Instead of configuring in such
a way, it is of course possible to provide the descramble
unit 300 in a descramble unit being a separate body from
the MPU chip 1.
[0063] In FIG. 5, the same numerals are assigned to
the same constituent elements as those presented in
FIG. 4. The description is partly omitted for these constituent elements.
The descramble unit 300 presented in FIG. 5 is configured to have the key registers 201 and 211, the XOR
circuits 202, 204, 212 and 214, and the substitution function processing units 203, 213 and 320. Meanwhile, the
address bus 11 outputs an address data output by the
processor 100 and given to the external RAM 2 in the
same manner as that presented in FIG. 4.
[0064] The XOR circuit 214 descrambles confidential
data read out from the storage position of the external
RAM 2 identified by an address data (that is, the second
scrambled data described earlier) by XORing it with the
second mask data described earlier for each bit. Then,
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the first scrambled data after the conversion by the substitution function processing unit 220 described earlier is
obtained. Here, the descrambling is referred to as "first
descrambling", and data obtained by the first descrambling is referred to as "intermediate descrambled data".
[0065] The substitution function processing unit 320
performs inverse conversion G-1 of the substitution conversion G by the substitution function processing unit 220
for the intermediate descrambled data obtained by the
XOR circuit 214.
[0066] Here, FIG. 6A is described. FIG. 6A is the first
example of substitution conversion G and its inverse conversion G-1. Meanwhile, the example of the substitution
function G in FIG. 6A is for the word length of input/output
of 4-bit (16 values of "0" (’0000’ in binary digits) - "f" (’1111’
in binary digits)).
[0067] According to FIG. 6A, it is expressed that when
"8" for example is input in the substitution function G, "0"
is output. Meanwhile, it is expressed that "0" being the
output of the substitution function G is input to the inverse
conversion G-1, "8" that was the input to the substitution
function G is output. In FIG. 6A, it is obvious that the
relationship between the input of the substitution function
G and its inverse conversion G-1 is established for all the
values of "0"-"f". In addition, it is also obvious that the
input/output relationship of the substitution function G is
one-to-one correspondence.
[0068] Meanwhile, the substitution function processing unit 320 is also configured by combining basic logic
elements. Here, if the processing speed allows, for example, the substitution conversion may be performed by
referring to a table stored in a storage apparatus in which
correspondence relationship of input and output has
been determined in advance. However, since the substitution conversion processing unit 320 performs substitution conversion of data to be written into the external RAM
2, also in the same manner as the substitution function
processing unit 220, it is preferable that the conversion
process is performed at a high speed.
[0069] The description returns to FIG. 5.
The XOR circuit 204 descrambles data after the inverse
conversion of the intermediate descrambled data by the
substitution function processing unit 320 by XORing it
and the first mask data described earlier. Then, the original write-in data that was output by the processor 100
at the time of scrambling operation by the scramble unit
200 is obtained. Here, the descrambling is referred to as
"second descrambling".
[0070] The descrambling operation by the descramble
unit 300 whose configuration is presented in FIG. 5 is
performed as described above.
Here, the configuration of the scramble unit 200 in FIG.
4 and the configuration of the descramble unit 300 in FIG.
5 are compared. Then, the XOR circuit 204 XORs input
data (write-in data in the scramble unit 200 and data after
the inverse conversion of the intermediate descrambled
data in the descramble unit 300) and the first mask data
described earlier in both configurations. Therefore, the
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XOR circuit 204 may be shared to the first scrambling in
the scramble unit 200 and the second descrambling by
the descramble unit 300. In addition, the XOR circuit 214
XORs input data (first scrambled data in the scramble
unit 200 and confidential data read out from the external
RAM 2 for the descramble unit 300) in both configurations. Therefore, the XOR circuit 204 may be shared for
the second scrambling in the scramble unit 200 and the
first descrambling in the descramble unit 300. By sharing
the XOR circuits 204 and 214 for the scrambling operations by the scramble unit 200 and the descramble operations by the descramble unit 300, the circuit scale of
the MPU chip 1 may be reduced.
[0071] Furthermore, the configuration for obtaining the
first mask data composed of the key register 201, the
XOR circuit 202 and the substitution function processing
unit 203 is the same for the scramble unit 200 and the
descramble unit 200. In addition, the configuration for
obtaining the second mask data composed of the key
register 211, the XOR circuit 212 and the substitution
function processing unit 213 is also the same for the
scramble unit 200 and the descramble unit 300. Therefore, when the scramble unit 200 and the descramble
unit 300 exist together within a single MPU chip 1, the
key registers 201 and 211, the XOR circuits 202 and 212,
and the substitution function processing unit 203 and 213
may be shared. The circuit scale of the MPU chip 1 may
be reduced also by sharing these constituent elements
for the scrambling operations by the scramble unit 200
and the descrambling operations by the descramble unit
300.
[0072] In addition, between the substitution function
processing unit 220 and the substitution function
processing unit 320, one-to-one substitution conversion
of input data may be performed , and the one with the
forward conversion of the substitution conversion and its
inverse conversion being identical (referred to as "identical substitution conversion") may be shared.
[0073] Here, FIG. 6B is described. FIG. 6B is the second example of substitution conversion G and its inverse
conversion G-1. Meanwhile, the example of the substitution function G in FIG. 6B is also for the word length of
input/output of 4-bit (16 values of "0" (’0000’ in binary
digits) - "f" (’1111’ in binary digits)).
[0074] According to FIG. 6B, it expressed that when
"0" for example is input in the substitution function G, "3"
is output. Meanwhile, it is expressed that "3" being the
output of the substitution function G is input to the inverse
conversion G-1, "0" that was the input to the substitution
function G is output. In FIG. 6B, it is obvious that the
relationship between the input of the substitution function
G and its inverse conversion G-1 is established for all the
values of "0"-"f". In addition, it is also obvious that the
input/output relationship of the substitution function G is
one-to-one correspondence.
[0075] Furthermore, in the example in FIG. 6B, it is
also obvious that the correspondence relationship between input and output in the substitution function G is
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the same as the correspondence relationship in its inverse conversion G-1. Therefore, for the substitution conversion in FIG. 6B, the forward conversion G and its inverse conversion C-1 are identical.
[0076] By configuring a function processing unit that
performs identical substitution conversion as described
above, it may be shared between the substitution function
processing unit 220 and the substitution function
processing unit 320. In other words, by sharing the function processing unit that performs identical substitution
conversion between the substitution function processing
unit 220 in the scramble unit 200 and the substitution
function processing unit 320 in the descramble unit 300,
the circuit scale of the MPU chip 1 may be reduced.
[0077] Next, the security of scrambling by the scramble
unit 200 presented in FIG. 4 is reviewed.
For example, a case in which the word length of the processor (that is, the bit widths of address data and write-in
data) is 32-bit is considered. At this time, the first scramble key data and the second scramble key data may both
be 32-bit. At this time the key length of the entire scramble
key data is 64-bit. In this case, a brute force key attack
to the keyed scramble algorithm described earlier would
require 584,942,417 years supposing that the scrambling
operation can be performed 1000 times per second. In
addition, even if the scrambling operation can be performed 1,000,000,000 times per second, 584 years
would be required. Therefore, it is very difficult to find the
scramble key data within a practical period of time.
[0078] Meanwhile, for the processor 100, it is preferable that the access to the external RAM 2 is at a high
speed. Therefore, it is preferable that the amount of time
required for the scrambling operation by the scramble
unit 200 and the descrambling operation by the descramble unit 300 is small. Here, the time may be reduced by
configuring the substitution function processing units
203, 213, 220 and 320 that performs the substitution conversion or its inverse conversion as follows.
[0079] That is, when the word length is 32-bit, instead
of configuring the substitution function processing units
203, 213, 220 and 320 simply as 32-bit substitution functions for example, they are replaced with the combination
of a 32-bit replace function and eight 4-bit substitution
functions. Generally, for the substitution function, the
complexity of the configuration increases exponentially
as the word length becomes longer, and the time required
for conversion also becomes longer. Therefore, by replacing a substitution function with a long word length
with a combination of a replace function with a very simple
configuration and a short conversion time since only rearrangement of bits is to be performed, and a substitution
function with a short word length, the time required for
substitution conversion can be reduced. Meanwhile, the
substitution function used as the replacement is not limited to the one with the 4-bit word length, and for example,
two 6-bit substitution functions and four 5-bit substitution
functions may be used, or four 8-bit substitution functions
may be used.
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[0080] Meanwhile, the substitution function processing units 203 and 213 do not need to be the ones that
perform identical substitution conversion, and may be
non-identical. A circuit that performs non-identical substitution conversion may perform processing faster than
identical one.
[0081] Next, FIG. 7 is described. FIG. 7 illustrates the
third example of the configuration of the scramble unit
200 presented in FIG. 2.
In FIG. 7, the same numerals are assigned to the same
constituent elements as those presented in FIG. 4. The
description is partly omitted for these constituent elements.
[0082] The configuration of the scramble unit 200 presented in FIG. 7 is preferable to make the scramble unit
200 performs a synchronized operation, and differs from
the first example of the configuration presented in FIG.
3 that registers 205 and 215 are added.
[0083] In the register 205, the first mask data output
from the substitution function processing unit 203 is
stored and held. In addition, in the register 215, the second mask data output from the substitution function
processing unit 213 is stored and held.
[0084] The configuration presented in FIG. 7 utilizes
the general characteristic that the processor 100 performing the data processing can prepare address data
in the address bus 11 before preparing write-in data.
[0085] That is, first, the XOR operations of the address
data and the first scramble key data and the second
scramble key data by the XOR circuits 202 and 204 and
substitution conversion of the operation results by the
substitution function processing units 203 and 213 are
performed. Then, the first mask data and the second
mask data obtained by the performance are stored in the
registers 205 and 215 respectively. After that, when writein data is output from the processor 100, the XOR operations by the XOR circuit 204, the substitution conversion
of its operation result by the substitution function processing unit 220, and the XOR operation by the XOR circuit
214 are performed. Then, the confidential data obtained
as the result of the performance is output to the RAM 2.
[0086] Meanwhile, descrambling of the confidential
data obtained by the scrambling by the scramble unit 200
configured as presented in FIG. 7 may be performed, for
example, using the descramble unit 300 configured as
presented in FIG. 5.
[0087] Next, FIG. 8 is described. FIG. 8 illustrates the
fourth example of the configuration of the scramble unit
200 presented in FIG. 2.
In FIG. 8, the same numerals are assigned to the same
constituent elements as those presented in FIG. 4. The
description is partly omitted for these constituent elements. Meanwhile, the configuration of the scramble unit
200 presented in FIG. 4, that is, the configuration composed of the key registers 201 and 211, the XOR circuits
202, 204, 212 and 214, and the substitution function
processing units 203, 213 and 220 is referred as the basic
section here. That is, in the configuration of the scramble
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unit 200 presented in FIG, 8, the configuration composed
of the key register 201, the XOR circuits 202 and 204,
and the substitution function processing unit 203 is referred to as a first basic section 206-1. Meanwhile, in
FIG. 8, the configuration composed of the key register
211, the XOR circuits 212 and 214, and the substitution
function processing units 213 and 220 is referred to as
a second basic section 206-2.
[0088] Meanwhile, in FIG. 8, the configuration composed of the key register 221-1, the XOR circuits 222-1
and 224-1, and the substitution function processing unit
223-1 and 230-1 is referred to a first extension section
216-1. Then, in FIG. 8, the same configuration as the first
extension section 216-1 composed of the key register
221-2, XOR circuit 222-2 and 224-2, and the substitution
function processing units 223-2 and 230-2 is referred to
as a second extension section 216-2.
[0089] That is, the scramble unit 200 presented in FIG.
8 is configured to have the first basic section 206-1 and
the second basic section 206-2, and the first extension
section 216-1 and the second extension section 216-2
that both scramble target data and output scrambled data.
[0090] Here, to the second basic section 206-2, data
obtained by the first scrambling described earlier performed by the first basic section 206-1 (that is, the first
scrambled data) is input as the target data. Then, the
second basic section 206-2 performs the second scrambling described earlier, and outputs the second scrambled data.
[0091] To the first extension section 216-1, as the target data, data output by the second basic section 206-2
(second scrambled data) is input. In the first extension
section 216-1, the substitution function processing unit
230-1 performs one-to-one substitution conversion of the
target data, and the key register 221-1, the XOR circuit
222-1, and the substitution function processing unit 223-1
generates mask data corresponding to the address data.
Then, the XOR circuit 224-1 XORs the data after the substitution conversion by the substitution function processing unit 230-1 and the mask data for each bit. The first
extension section 216-1 performs the further scrambling
of the scrambled data output by the second basic section
206-2 as described above.
[0092] To the second extension section 216-2, as the
target data, the scrambled data output by the first extension section 216-1 is input. In the second extension section 216-2, the substitution function processing unit 230-2
performs one-to-one substitution conversion of the target
data, and the key register 221-2, the XOR circuit 222-2,
and the substitution function processing unit 223-2 generates mask data corresponding to the address data.
Then, the XOR circuit 224-2 XORs the data after the substitution conversion by the substitution function processing unit 230-2 and the mask data for each bit. The second
extension section 216-2 performs the further scrambling
of the scrambled data output by the first extension section
216-1 as described above.
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[0093] The scramble unit 200 presented in FIG. 8 outputs the scrambled data output by the second extension
section 216-2 from the data but 12 to the external RAM
2 as confidential data.
As descried above, the configuration of the scramble unit
200 presented in FIG. 8 is the one in which, in the second
configuration presented in FIG. 4, the extension sections
following the basic sections are connected in tandem in
two stages. Therefore, in order to obtain original data by
descrambling confidential data obtained by the configuration, descrambling for the extension section may be
performed in inverse order twice, and descrambling for
the basic section may be performed after that.
[0094] In the scramble unit 200 presented in FIG. 8,
scrambling of write-in data is performed using four pieces
of scramble key data stored in the four key registers 201
and 211, and 221-1 and 221-2. Therefore, in the scramble
unit 200 as a whole, the key length of the scramble key
data used for scrambling of write-in data becomes quadruple (4w-bit). Therefore, by adopting the configuration
in FIG. 8, the resistance to the brute force key attack
further improves compared with the configuration in FIG.
4.
[0095] Next, FIG. 9 is described. FIG. 9 illustrates the
fifth example of the configuration of the scramble unit 200
presented in FIG. 2. The fifth example is the one in which
the number of connection in tandem of the extension section in the fourth example presented in FIG. 8 is extended
to n stages.
[0096] In FIG. 9, the scramble unit 200 has the basic
section 206 and an extension section 216 having n (here,
n is an integer at least equal to or above 1) units of extension scramble units that scramble target data and output scrambled data.
[0097] Here, the n-th extension scramble unit is configured to have a key register 221-n, the XOR circuits
222-n and 224-n, and substitution function processing
units 223-n and 230-n. Here, the substitution function
processing unit 230-n performs one-to-one substitution
conversion of target data to be the target of scrambling
in the n-th scramble unit. Meanwhile, the key register
221-n, the XOR circuit 222-n, and the substitution function processing unit 223-n obtain mask data (additional
mask data) corresponding to the address data output by
the processor 100. Then, the XOR circuit 224-n scrambles the data after the substitution conversion of the target data by the substitution function processing unit 230n by XORing it and the additional mask data for each bit
and outputs scrambled data (additional scrambled data).
Meanwhile, the target data at this time is additional
scrambled data output by the (n-1)th extension scramble
unit (however, scramble data output by the basic unit
when n=1).
[0098] The scramble unit 200 in FIG. 9 is configured
as described above, and outputs the additional scrambled data obtained by the n-th extension scramble unit
from the data bus 12 to the external RAM 2 as confidential
data.
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[0099] As described above, the configuration of the
scramble unit 200 presented in FIG. 9 in the one in which,
in the second configuration presented in FIG. 4, the extension scramble unit following the basic section is connected in tandem in n stages. Therefore, in order to obtain
original data by descrambling confidential data obtained
by the configuration, descrambling for the extension
scramble unit may be performed in inverse order n times,
and descrambling for the basic section may be performed
after that.
[0100] In the scramble unit 200 presented in FIG. 9,
scrambling of write-in data is performed using n+2 scramble key data stored in n+2 key registers 201, 211,,
221-1, ..., 221-n. Therefore, in the scramble unit 200 as
a whole, the key length of the scramble key data used
for the scrambling of write-in data becomes (n+2) times
((n+2)*w-bit). Therefore, by adopting the configuration in
FIG. 9, the resistance to the brute force key attack further
improved compared with the configuration in FIG. 4.
[0101] Meanwhile, in the configuration in FIG. 9, within
the range of the allowable security, the substitution conversion processing units 230-n may be reduced to less
than n units in order for a faster speed.
In addition, the present invention is not limited to the embodiments described above, and various modifications
may be made at the implementation stage within the
range that does not change its gist.

Claims
1.

the scramble unit makes the second scramble
data the confidential data.
2.

The data processing apparatus according to claim
1, wherein
the first scramble means obtains the first mask data
by performing substitution conversion of XOR of the
address data and first scramble key data for each
bit, and
the second scramble means obtains the second
mask data by performing substitution conversion of
XOR of the address data and second scramble key
data for each bit.

3.

The data processing apparatus according to claim
1, further comprising:
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first descramble means configured to descramble the confidential data read out from a storage
position in the memory apparatus identified by
the address data by XORing with the second
mask data for each bit to obtain intermediate
descrambled data;
inverse conversion means configured to perform inverse conversion of substitution conversion by the first conversion means for the intermediate descrambled data; and
second descramble means configured to descramble data after inverse conversion of the
intermediate descrambled data by the inverse
conversion means by XORing with the first mask
data for each bit to obtain the write-in data.
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A data processing apparatus comprising:
an address bus configured to output address data to be given to a memory apparatus;
a scramble unit configured to scramble write-in
data into a storage position in the memory apparatus identified by the address data output by
the address bus to obtain confidential data; and
a data bus configured to output the confidential
data obtained by the scramble unit,

4.
35

The data processing apparatus according to claim
3, further comprising:

40

a first logic circuit configured to XOR input data
and the first mask data for each bit; and
a second logic circuit configured to XOR input
data and the second mask data for each bit,
wherein
the first logic circuit is shared for scrambling in the
first scramble means and descrambling in the second descramble means, and
the second logic circuit is shared for scrambling in
the second scramble means and descrambling in
the first descramble means.

wherein
the scramble unit comprises:
45

first scramble means configured to scramble the
write-in data by XORing with first mask data corresponding to the address data for each bit to
obtain first scrambled data;
first conversion means configured to perform
one-to-one substitution conversion of the first
scrambled data; and
second scramble means configured to scramble
the first scrambled data after conversion by the
first conversion means by XORing with second
mask data corresponding to the address data
for each bit to obtain second scrambled data,
and
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5.

The data processing apparatus according to claim
3, wherein
an identical substitution conversion which performs
one-to-one substitution conversion of input data and
in which forward conversion and inverse conversion
are identical is shared for substitution conversion in
the first conversion means and inverse conversion
in the inverse conversion means.
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The data processing apparatus according to claim
1, wherein
the scramble unit further comprises at least an extension scramble unit configured to scramble target
data, and
the extension scramble unit comprises:
additional conversion means configured to perform one-to-one substitution conversion of the
target data; and
additional scramble means configured to scramble data after conversion of the target data by
the additional conversion means by XORing
with additional mask data corresponding to the
address for each bit to obtain additional scrambled data, and
to the extension scramble unit, the second
scrambled data is input as target data, and
the scramble unit makes additional scrambled
data obtained by the extension scramble unit
instead of the second scrambled data.

7.

A descramble apparatus configured to descramble
confidential data stored in the memory apparatus by
the data processing apparatus according to claim 1
to obtain the write-in data, comprising:
an address bus configured to output address data to be given to a memory apparatus;
first descramble means configured to descramble the confidential data read out from a storage
position in the memory apparatus identified by
the address data by XORing with the second
mask data for each bit to obtain intermediate
descrambled data;
inverse conversion means configured to perform inverse conversion of substitution conversion by the first conversion means for the intermediate descrambled data; and
second descramble means configured to descramble data after inverse conversion of the
intermediate descrambled data by the inverse
conversion means by XORing with the first mask
data for each bit to obtain the write-in data.
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8.

a first scramble step to scramble the writein data by XORing with first mask data corresponding to the address data for each bit
to obtain first scrambled data;
a first conversion step to perform one-toone substitution conversion of the first
scrambled data; and
a second scramble step to scramble data
after conversion of the first scrambled data
by the first conversion step by XORing with
second mask data corresponding to the
second address data to obtain second
scrambled data,
and
the scramble step makes the second
scrambled data the confidential data.
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The data processing method according to claim 8,
wherein
the first scramble step obtains the first mask data by
performing substitution conversion of XOR of the address data and first scramble key data for each bit,
and
the second scramble step obtains the second mask
data by performing substitution conversion of XOR
of the address data and second scramble key data
for each bit.

10. The data processing method according to claim 8,
further comprising:
a first descramble step to descramble the confidential data read out from a storage position in
the memory apparatus identified by the address
data by XORing with the second mask data for
each bit to obtain intermediate scrambled data;
an inverse conversion step to perform inverse
conversion of substitution conversion by the first
conversion step for the intermediate scrambled
data; and
a second descramble step to descramble data
after inverse conversion of the intermediate descrambled data by the inverse conversion step
by XORing with the first mask data for each bit
to obtain the write-in data.

A data processing method comprising:
an address data output step to output address
data to be given to a memory apparatus from an
address bus;
a scramble step to scramble write-in data into a
storage position in the memory apparatus identified by the address data output by the address
bus to obtain confidential data; and
a confidential data output step to output the confidential data obtained by the scramble step from
a data bus, wherein
the scramble step comprises:
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11. The data processing method according to claim 10,
wherein
a first logic circuit configured to XOR input data and
the first mask data for each bit is shared for scrambling in the first scramble step and descrambling in
the second descramble step, and
a second logic circuit configured to XOR input data
and the second mask data for each bit is shared for
scrambling in the second scramble step and descrambling in the first descramble step.
12. The data processing method according to claim 10,
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wherein
a substitution function unit which performs one-toone substitution conversion of input data and in
which forward conversion and inverse conversion
are identical is shared for substitution conversion by
the first conversion step and inverse conversion in
the inverse conversion step.
13. The data processing method according to claim 8,
wherein
the scramble step comprises at least an extension
scramble step to scramble target data, and
the extension scramble step comprises:
additional conversion step to perform one-toone substitution conversion of the target data;
and
additional scramble step to scramble data after
conversion of the target data in the additional
conversion step by XORing with additional mask
data corresponding to the address for each bit
to obtain additional scrambled data,
and
the extension scramble step scrambles the second scrambled data as the target data, and
the scramble step makes additional scrambled
data obtained by the extension scramble step
the confidential data instead of the second
scrambled data.
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14. A descrambling method to descramble confidential
data stored in the memory apparatus by the data
processing method according to claim 8 to obtain
the write-in data, comprising:
35

an address data output step to output address
data to be given to a memory apparatus from an
address bus;
first descramble step to descramble the confidential data read out from a storage position in
the memory apparatus identified by the address
data by XORing with the second mask data for
each bit to obtain intermediate descrambled data;
inverse conversion step to perform inverse conversion of substitution conversion by the first
conversion means for the intermediate scrambled data; and
second descramble step to descramble data after inverse conversion of the intermediate descrambled data by the inverse conversion
means by XORing with the first mask data for
each bit to obtain the write-in data.
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